
 

FireTruck was truly the first coop-
erative game for two players.  A 
game from Cinematronics is also 
renowned for it’s two player coop-
erative work—Rip Off, but that 
was two years later.   
 
Playing Firetruck you really get a 
feeling that the designer knew 
that physics had to be a consid-
eration.  For example, unlike 
sprint games, if you turn too hard 
with the truck, and stay on the 
gas, you’re going to be flung into 
a massive over-steer and getting 
out of it is very tough.  If you do 
survive, you’re heart will be 
pounding and you’ll probably al-
ready be going too fast for the 
next bend.   
 
Hitting the parked cars or walls 
brings you to a crashing halt, but 
then you have to quickly get out 
of the wall and until you do, 
you’re going real slow.   
 
Being able to reach a high score 
with this game is demanding and 
requires a lot of play.  Many a 
childhood relationship will have 
soured over this game and many 
more will have been cemented.  
Innovative cabinet, innovative 
play, great mechanics and addic-
tive qualities all in 1978.  God 
bless the good ship Atari.  
 
 
 
 
 

FireTrap.  Data East 1986 for arcades. A Firefighter climbs a burning 
building while avoiding falling objects, hosing  the fires and rescuing 
people and animals who are trapped.   An imaginative platform game. 
 

Firefighting.  Jaleco 1994 for Snes.  A maze game essentially, with 
decent graphics and atmospheric sound/music.  A more exciting pros-
pect than the other offering the same year. 
 

The Firemen.  Human 1994 for Snes.  Clearly influenced by typical 
Nintendo graphical style, very similar to the Jaleco game but awful mu-
sic.  A computer companion was a nice touch.  Fact finders might be 
interested to learn that this game is set in New York. 
 

Rosco McQueen. Psygnosis 1998 for Playstation.  A simple 3d plat-
form game with the added excitement of putting out fires instead of 
the the same old ’Nintendo-esque’ collecting of coins.  A nice diversion 
for 2-3 hours. 
 

Burning Rangers.  Sonic Team/Sega  1998 for Saturn.  This game 
was critically well received but commercially it failed. It had futuristic/
mech style graphics.  It had a rap song and you could rescue Yuji Naka 
(creator of sonic games) so it wasn’t all bad—it just wasn’t what gamers 
wanted. 
 

Brave Firefighters.  Sega 1999 for arcade.   You are a Fire-fighter try-
ing to put out raging fires while attempting to rescue trapped victims.  
An arcade game which plays just like a lightgun game and gives you a 
big vibrating hose to simulate water.   Without doubt the best fire-
fighting game yet. 
 

There are also two PC games available.  December 2000 saw Activision 
release ‘In the line of duty—Firefighter’ for PC.  It was a budget release 
first person squirter with few redeeming qualities.  Infogrames released 
Emergency Response:Firefighters the same year.  This was a 2D isomet-
ric strategy game on their budget label.  It was equally as poor. 

 

From left to right: Rosco, Burning rangers, Brave firefighters 

 
Your alternative fire fighting games... 

From left to right: Firetrap, Firefighting, The Firemen. 


